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EDITORIAL

The clinical epidemiology of hysteria :
vanishingly rare, or just vanishing ?"
Vanish 1. intr. To disappear from sight or become invisible, esp. in a rapid and mysterious way
(Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, 1972).

There is a well-known view that hysteria has virtually disappeared in the Western world. There are
two versions of this argument : one is that there was never a clinical disorder that coincided with the
diagnosis, and hysteria has now been reconstructed as something else (e.g. Micale, 1993). The other
is that hysteria did exist but has now become much rarer than it was (most famously, Veith, 1965).
According to this view, hysteria is to be found in patients from developing countries, but in Western
countries it is ‘ virtually a historical curiosity ’ (BMJ, 1976). It is the latter view that is – in our
experience – most commonly held by our colleagues in general psychiatry. Yet, this opinion is not
shared by those who are involved in the clinical care of patients with neurological disorders : ‘ to a
psychiatrist who sees patients on the medical and surgical services of a general hospital, it appears
that hysteria remains a rather common phenomenon ’ (Brownsberger, 1966). A number of
descriptions from liaison psychiatry services support this opinion (Akagi & House, 2001). There are
good reasons why it might be difficult to judge just how common (or rare) hysteria really is.
Epidemiology depends on reliable case definition, case ascertainment and selection of a suitable
population to study (Neugebauer et al. 1980), and each of these poses problems in the study of
hysterical disorders.
BARRIERS TO STUDYING THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF HYSTERIA
First, there is the well-known problem with case definition – arising from inconsistent use of
terminology and changes in diagnostic practice. Hysteria has referred to an underlying disposition
manifest as emotional instability, sexual dysfunction, relationship difficulties or suggestibility
(Satowa, 1979). It has been used to ascribe aetiology – to describe physical illnesses which have a
psychological provocation, and which develop as a means of adapting to (or defending against) that
provocation. And it has been used descriptively for those with the condition now termed conversion
disorder (in DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994)) or dissociative (conversion)
disorder (in ICD-10 (World health Organization, 1992)), as well as to describe the very different
presentation of somatization disorder or Briquet’s syndrome.
In the latter (descriptive) usage the diagnosis depends on the presence of a physical syndrome,
exclusion of organic cause to account for the syndrome and some evidence of psychological factors
in its cause. Malingering and factitious disorders, where the symptoms are produced or feigned
intentionally, are excluded. The difficulties with this approach include having to base diagnosis on
the absence of disease ; the absence of a robust test for psychological causes, and the uncertainty
inherent in excluding intentional symptom production. The result will inevitably be diagnostic
errors and variations in practice, which will affect estimates of the frequency of the condition
(Wessely, 2001).
Secondly there is a problem of case ascertainment. In Western practice hysteria rarely presents
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to psychiatrists in the first instance, and even those diagnosed with the condition by others may not
be referred to a psychiatrist. In Watts’ general practice study (Watts et al. 1964), at least 40 % of
the patients were not seen by a psychiatrist. Psychiatric referral from A&E is similarly limited
(Anstee, 1972 a ; Dula & DeNaples, 1995). We do not know how common it is for people with
conversion disorders to escape referral to any specialist, but it is possible that a proportion – perhaps
especially those whose symptoms are transient – will not present in secondary health care.
Therefore, comprehensive case ascertainment will require a system that is not dependent on referrals
to specialists in neurology or psychiatry, but on a prospective search for cases.
Case ascertainment also requires an accurate case-finding method. The need for exclusion of an
organic cause makes a diagnosis based on questionnaire or a single interview impracticable, since
diagnosis requires a medically-informed appraisal of all the available evidence. For this reason,
many of the major psychiatric epidemiological studies – such as the Epidemiological Catchment
Area studies (Robins et al. 1984), the US National Co-morbidity Survey (Kessler et al. 1994) and
the British Psychiatric Morbidity Survey (Jenkins et al. 1997) – make no attempt to identify
hysteria.
Thirdly, epidemiology is by definition the study of illness in populations, and yet many hospitalbased services (and it is here that most hysteria is diagnosed and studied) struggle to define the
population from which they draw their cases, because so few hospitals have rigorously-defined
catchment areas. Population-based surveys could solve this problem but they are expensive and
impractical to undertake on the scale necessary, because of the need for medical expertise in making
the diagnosis.
WHAT WE KNOW (RATHER THAN WHAT WE THINK WE KNOW) ABOUT THE
FREQUENCY OF HYSTERIA
The result of all these difficulties is that we have a rather hazy view of the epidemiology of hysteria.
But that is not the same as saying that we know nothing. A recent systematic review of the literature
has identified five studies from which an annual incidence in a defined population can be estimated
(Akagi & House, 2001). One was based on case register data in two countries (Stefa' nsson et al. 1976)
and another on general practice surveys (Watts et al. 1964). Incidence rates can also be deduced
from the reports of two neurological practices (Stevens, 1989 ; Binzer et al. 1997) and a psychiatric
one (Karasu et al. 1977). In spite of the variety of methods used, these studies yield rather similar
incidence rates, with only one substantially outside the range 5–12 per 100 000 per annum. The rate
deduced from contacts in psychiatric practice was much lower than the others, which seems to
confirm that psychiatrists see only a small proportion of cases.
Community prevalences vary much more widely, in part due to the data referring to different time
periods, from near lifetime prevalence (Helgason, 1964) through period prevalences (Nandi et al.
1980 ; Faravelli et al. 1997), to two studies of point prevalence in general practice (Watts et al. 1964 ;
Singh & Lee, 1997). Diagnostic criteria were less clear than in the incidence studies, and
undoubtedly the higher prevalences are obtained by including cases of somatoform disorder. The
lowest prevalence figures suggest a rate of about 50 per 100 000 for cases of conversion disorder
known to health services at any one time, with perhaps twice that number affected over a 1 year
period. Though none of these studies is perfect, they suggest a burden of disability associated with
chronic hysteria that is far higher than a typical practising psychiatrist might suspect, or than is
reflected in standard textbooks of psychiatry or clinical psychology.
As to the evidence for a change in the rate of the illness over time, the review found six studies
(Stephens & Kamp, 1962 ; Anstee, 1972 b ; Stefanis et al. 1976 ; Wig et al. 1978 ; Trimble, 1981 ; Nandi
et al. 1992) that have documented rates in one place on more than one occasion. These studies
generally do not support the belief that the illness is disappearing in the Western countries. In fact
it is quite difficult to identify the evidence there ever was for such a belief, which seems to be based
mainly upon impressions from clinical practice. It is worth noting that Charcot described only 89
patients with hysteria in his professional lifetime (Micale, 1990), so any clinician who thinks he or
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she is not seeing many cases might reflect that even the Master was not kept that busy with the
condition.
WHY WE NEED A BETTER EPIDEMIOLOGY THAN WE HAVE
The literature suggests that hysteria is not a rare condition (it has apparently a similar incidence to
schizophrenia) although it may not commonly come to the attention of psychiatrists outside liaison
psychiatry. But the figures must be regarded as unreliable. Only one study (Faravelli et al. 1997) met
all the required quality criteria – a standardized case definition, systematic case ascertainment and
a clear definition of the population denominator – and its estimated point prevalence was based on
two cases identified from a community sample of 673 people.
Many studies document the rate of hysterical conversion in patients presenting to out-patient and
in-patient hospital services. Not surprisingly, rates are lowest in studies among unselected general
hospital patients (0±02–0±12 %) (Folks et al. 1984 ; Tomasson et al. 1991) and attenders in the
accident and emergency department (0±01–0±21 %) (Dula and DeNaples, 1995 ; Anstee, 1972 a). The
rate is an order higher among patients presenting to neurological services (1–10 %) as one might
expect. Great disparities in rates found in different clinical settings indicate the selection biases
which can distort results in hysteria research. We still know little about the causes or outcome of
hysteria, and yet all the available research is based on such clinical populations. One resulting bias
will be under-representation of acute or transient cases. Research concentrating on chronic cases
will not address important issues such as reasons for acute onset or rapid improvement. Prognostic
studies which exclude new transient cases will inevitably give a distorted picture of the natural
history of a disorder and yet there is no true inception cohort study in the literature.
There are few randomized controlled trails in hysteria. The Cochrane Library lists only two : one
compares electrosleep with relaxation (Scallet et al. 1976), and the other describes the effect of
hypnosis in eight patients (Moene et al. 1998). Clearly, if hysteria is anything like as common as the
literature suggests, then we need more evidence about effective treatments. The design of clinical
trials will need evidence on incidence (to plan recruitment) and outcomes (to plan sample size) and
is therefore crucially dependent upon good epidemiology.
Our conclusion must be that the epidemiology of hysteria has been neglected. The disorder has
vanished only in the sense that it has become invisible to psychiatrists as a subject for research. We
are in need of new studies using rigorous methods, if we are to develop a better understanding of
the condition or to evaluate candidates for its treatment.
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